VOICE OF JOHN
"Make Straight The Way Of The Lord"
TEN POINTS TO RETURN TO TEN COMMANDS
These reference the "law of physics, Creation history symbol" shown at the top of my web page
http://brianfusonie.com/DRAWN ON WATER.htm
That symbol(s), will be shorthand typed in this text as "1/1" and "M/W" and "Olo". What is
important to this text is the fact that evil persons have misused those symbols to make "mirror
oppositing games," or "positive and negative" "plus 1, minus 1" schemes and artifices to negate
the will of God. This text in brief exposes those tactics, and makes their correction back to positive
law, God's real will.
1. The first thing necessary, which the Vatican has begun to do when it told us to no longer use
the name "yahweh (yaw/way) in recent years, and that should be done. It is necessary to eliminate
all "double, mirror type names," such as "AB/BA", "YAW/WAY." Some are literal spelling
negatives as "AB""BA" (ABBA), some of sound phenetic negatives as "YAW""WAY" (YAHWEH).
The satanists like double words that negative the Name of God or Law of God. They make
"Yin/Yang" type bible texts altered to pretend they have negated God, or negated the scriptures
meaning. Therefore, instead of saying "ABBA", we should say "AB." "Father."
2. That said, it is also important to revere and worship the Maternal Nature Of God. The fertility
of God is God's ability to animation Creation History within God's Self, within God's Giant Roung
Being, not outside of God's Body. The fertility of woman is womb, inside her body cavity. The
fertility of man is outside of his body, it goes into the womb of the woman. Therefore, the
FERTILITY CREATIVE POTENTIAL OF GOD TO ANIMATE CREATION HISTORY IS INSIDE
GOD'S BODY, and thus is more MATERNAL in Nature. While Yeshua (Jesus) calls God
"FATHER," and should, it is also important to recognize and worship that God is "neither male, nor
female," and HAS MATERNAL TYPE NATURE IN CREATING. Her ANGLE BEING creative
potential is more as maternal (womb, inside her body), than masculine.
3. Jesus claimed to be the "Word (W, W-ord, dro-W) of God," and the Creation History symbol
discussed in Drawn On Water, M/w, 1/1, O/o, shows the Name in Hebrew of Yeshua (Jesus) "W",
"laW" "jeW", and in ANIMATION THEOLOGY it proves Jesus is Word made flesh by identification
agreement called Covenant of the Person, whereby God said: "THIS IS MY SON." In that
decision, God ordained to draw the Word first, then draw the Word made flesh as Yeshua (Jesus)
with the agreement that God would ANIMATION GOD'S SON AS IF FREE WILL OTHER
PERSON: "SON OF GOD." God cannot truly become something else, nor therefore can God truly
become flesh, ONLY BY ANIMATION AGREEMENT TO DRAW THE WORD MADE FLESH
ACTING AS GOD WOULD ACT AMONG US. This is about the understanding of the word
"incarnate." God's substance cannot change, yet God can draw Word become flesh acting "as
God would act," thus showing us the way of God. Incarnation in this sense is "CREATION
AGREEMENT," and it exposes that Yeshua's (Jesus') free will simulated at times is as God (What
God would do) and at times human (what would human being Son of God say and do). He shows
us what God would say and do, and yet he retains his humanity and shows us what human being
person would say and do. The substance of God, God's actual Name Shape Natural Law Being,
is at exact symetry, equilibrium density, no change, and cannot be made into something else!
God the Father cannot actually be human flesh, yet He can make AGREEMENT to draw His Son
obey and teach "as if God the Father was visibly present among us!"
4. Similar to the altering doubling of God's name in "positive/negative" imagery discussed above,
another tactic of satanists is to double with positive and negative phrasings of the Ten
Commands. The example I use is Exodus 20 and its negative opposite Exodus 21. Exodus 20
reads POSITIVE LAW: "YOU SHALL NOT TREAT PERSONS AS SLAVES. YOU SHALL WORK
THEM ONLY 6 DAYS, AND ON THE 7th DAY LET THEM HAVE DAY OF REST." Ex 20. The

evil opposite mirror game of it involved word game of "yom" meaning "day" or in texts "year,"
whereby the satanist lodge did alter Exodus 20 to read "allows slavery" in its mirror game text
Exodus 21, which reads altering day to "year": "Slave persons (buy Hebrew slaves) for 6 years
and on the 7th year set them free." IT IS IMPORTANT TO HAVE BIBLE COUNCIL TO ERASE
FROM THE BIBLE ALL THOSE "negative" TEXTS!
5. Another similar tactic the satanic lodge did to alter the Bible is to "negative Bible passages or
Bible Histories about persons," as they did to Elijah's real history. The example of Elijah is easy to
prove, because Bible stories continually have biblical heroes call to God to send down wrath.
Solar flares (Joshua for example also) are whirlwind from the Sun heat that causes massive
evaporation (droughts, famines) and that water evaporated must come back down to earth as
floods! And the heat causes the earth plate tectonics to heat up and this causes earthquakes.
And the heat whirlwinds from SOLAR FLARES cause whirlwind hurricanes, tornadoes on the
earth. Abraham and Moses called on that power! Joshua did. Yet satanists wanting you not to
fear the God of Creation altered it to have Elijah "riding up in whirlwind chariot of fire." Instead of
calling down whirlwind of fire from the sun that destroyed the baalites false priests!, which actually
happened, see real Biblical teachings, that history has now been altered in Bible printers to
negative Elijah's real prayer power and life, and to hide the God that punishes with NATURAL
DISASTERS CAUSED BY SOLAR FLARES GOD DRAWS AT EARTH! A Bible Council is
needed to right side up Bible Histories of its heroes.
6. The satanists also made numerous altered texts about Yeshua (Jesus), His life, and His
example, His words, and His teachings. They tried to make multiple different Jesuses,
contradicting His real life. Bible Council is needed to right side up and correct all teachings about
the Life and Words of Yeshua (Jesus).
7. It should be taught and returned to all Catechisms that "GOD ANIMATES ALL THOUGHTS
AND MOTION." "GOD CREATES BY DESIGNING AND ANIMATIONING SIMULATED FREE
WILL CREATURES." It used to be in Catechisms that "God animates all." The true Nature of
God must be taught.
8. The true nature of Eucharist Miracles must be taught, God animations those! It can be proven
that in history God has altered Eucharist Hosts to have the flesh and blood type of Yeshua
(Jesus), in the same way as the blood on the Shroud will test to be Yeshua's (Jesus). It is proof of
the Eucharist. It is animated miracles. There was debate in history and Councils of the Church
as Trent whether the term of the animated miracle called Eucharist is "transubstantiation" or
"consubstantiation." If the term "transubstantiation" means "trans" "change" "alchemy" then it is
wrong. If the term "trans-substantiation" means "movement" "substitute in place" "bread removed
and Christ's flesh put there in its place" then that is correct.
9. Children are all sinless at conception. A more accurate understanding of the Mariologist's
teaching of "Immaculate Conception" must be made to teach that ALL CHILDREN ARE
IMMACULATE AT CONCEPTUS (CONCEPTION). ALL CHILDREN ARE CREATED EQUALLY
SINLESS! What therefore do we understand Lourdes and Rue de Bac apparitional Mary claiming
to be "Immaculate Conception" or "Conceived Without Sin," when all children are equally
immaculate and sinless at conception. It must have to do with the design or the special
relationship Mary would have with God. The Vatican teaches it has to do with Original Sin effects,
not actual stain of sin on the children when conceived. It has to do with proximity and familial
friendship, special favors, that Mary would have.
10. The Rosary should be taught and prayed, daily. Often. It is meditation on the Life of Yeshua
(Jesus) and Mary, and the Apostles, the Eucharist, Charisms. It at the same time teaches praise,
and petitioning.
Happy Birthday Baby W (Yeshu, Jesus)
Love,
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